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Reasons to Add Online Safety Training to “Face-toFace” Safety Training
SOURCE: Convergence Training Website (https://www.convergencetraining.com/blog/8-reasons-to-add-onlinesafety-training-at-work)
RETREIVED: April 7, 2018

Reason 1: Accountability, Responsibility, and Tracking of Safety Training

“…helps to make employees accountable and responsible for completing their own
safety training.”
Reason 2: Standardize Your Safety Training & Safety Messages

“…makes it easy to deliver the same standard training message to all your workers. It
doesn’t matter what shift they work on, what site they work at, or if they work
remotely. It doesn’t matter what time they complete their training or on what day. It
doesn’t matter if employees speak English, Spanish, Chinese, or another language.
They can still receive the same safety training in a language they understand.”
Reason 3: Make(s) Your Safety Training More Effective
“…if you partner with an online safety training provider, you can take advantage of
their expertise (and their instructional designers, safety experts, technical writers,
graphic designers, audio engineers, eLearning authoring specialists, computer
programmers, and others).”

Reasons to Add…(cont.)
Reason 4: Make Use of More Safety Training Delivery Options

“…online safety training also gives [a company] the freedom to deliver safety
training on mobile devices in addition to desktop computers.
Reason 5: Reduce Your Safety Training Costs
“…[a company] can hold instructor-led classroom-style safety training when it is
really necessary, and use online safety training at other times.”

Reason 6: Reduce Costs Indirectly Related to Safety Training
“-Costs related to accidents, injuries, illnesses, and near misses.
-Fees and penalties from regulatory agencies such as OSHA, MSHA, DOT,
and EPA.
-Lower insurance premiums.”

Reasons to Add…(cont.)
Reason 7: Increase Worker Productivity, Better Safety Culture, And Better
Employee Morale
“… [one company’s] employees noticed that investment, appreciated it, and
began to take a more active role in the safety culture at work.
“…because [a company isn’t] dragging workers off the job on [it’s] schedule
[not the employees’ schedule], [the company’s] workers are happier because
they’re more in charge of their own schedule (instead of being told what to do
constantly), the morale at work will be higher.
These two factors will combine to lead to greater productivity at work.

OSHA: Computer-Based Training and Authorized
Outreach Trainers for Onsite Training
SOURCE: OSHA (website and email). OSHA Quicktakes Newsletter (April 3,
2018). Volume 17, Issue Seven (via email).
-It is OSHA's policy that use of computer-based training by itself
would not be sufficient to meet the intent of the standard's various training
requirements (website).

-OSHA’s website now has a searchable list of authorized Outreach trainers to
assist the public in finding authorized instructors for the 10- and 30-hour
Outreach classes.
-The list provides trainer names and contact information, and indicates which
course the trainer is authorized to teach (construction, general industry,
maritime, or disaster site worker classes).
-OSHA expects the list to grow as more Outreach trainers are added. If you are
a trainer who is interested in having your information listed, contact your
Authorizing Training Organization.

Sample Screenshot from OSHA
Authorized Outreach Trainers Webpage
Web Address: https://www.osha.gov/dte/outreach/outreach_trainers.html

Reasons to Add Online Education to a
University Curriculum
SOURCE: Top Universities Website (https://www.topuniversities.com/studentinfo/choosing-university/six-reasons-consider-online-learning)
RETREIVED: April 7, 2018

Studying online requires discipline and commitment
employers will love.

“Many recruiters would view an online student’s ability to
work independently, take charge of their own education and
juggle different responsibilities as a rare advantage for a
fresh graduate to have.”
[They’ll] save money on tuition fees and cut the costs of
commuting.

“Online learning can cost a fraction of the price of traditional
education and provide [students] with the flexibility
required to earn a living while [they] study.”

Reasons to Add Online Education to a
University Curriculum (cont.)
[They’ll] be able to pursue other interests while enrolled in
full-time study.
“If [they are] a learner as well as a “doer”, there’s no reason why
[a student’s] life should take a hiatus while [they] get [their]
qualifications.”

Taking [their] education into their own hands is empowering.
“Online learning means having to take the initiative. While [they
are] following the same syllabus as everyone else, [they’ll] learn
on [their] own terms, in [their] own time.”

[They’ll] be well-supported by [their] virtual teacher and
online resources.
“[They] also have access to an interactive platform 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, an online library of tests…students and
teachers experienced in online education.”

CHEATING!
A recent YouTube search for OSHA Outreach training produced the following result:

Additional Reasons Online Training Can Be
Challenging to Utilize in the Workplace
In recent phone interviews I completed with some of our Alumni working in
the field, they related some of their negative experiences with the addition
of online training at their facilities:
-“Trainees don’t have to “learn” anything about the topic. They can take a
picture of the screen with their phone (on exams where they have more than
one attempt to complete the training) and then “pass” the training without
effectively absorbing it.”

-”They can’t ask questions if the training is only computer-based. If an
instructor accompanies the training, they can have the opportunity to get
that interaction.”
-”Trainees lose the “personal touch” when completing online training alone,
and feel as though the training isn’t as important as the company believes it
is.”
-”Not all training topics are created equally. Not all training topics are able
to be translated well into an online learning environment.”

Additional Reasons (cont.)
SOURCE: Training-the source for professional development.
(https://trainingmag.com/trgmag-article/online-vs-class-success)

RETREIVED: April 12, 2018
“If an organization simply puts PowerPoint bullets online, the end result will
still be death by PowerPoint. It’ll just be DOA at the computer versus the
classroom.”

SOURCE: Job Interview Tools.
(https://www.jobinterviewtools.com/blog/disadvantages-of-online-learning/)
RETREIVED: April 12, 2018

“…missing out on hands on projects, and group projects.”
SOURCE: Illinois Online Network.
(http://www.ion.uillinois.edu/resources/tutorials/overview/weaknesses.asp)
RETREIVED: April 12, 2018
“User friendly and reliable technology is critical to a successful online program.
However, even the most sophisticated technology is not 100% reliable.
Unfortunately, it is not a question of if the equipment used in an online
program will fail, but when.”

Additional Reasons (cont.)
SOURCE: E learning mind. Advantages and Disadvantages of Corporate
eLearning

(http://elearningmind.com/resources/advantages-disadvantagescorporate-elearning/)
RETREIVED: April 12, 2018

“Low-tech learners can have a difficult time navigating the
training.”
“When introducing eLearning, the training department must “sell”
the concept to reluctant employees.”

Challenges to OSH Online Learning At SE
As with all modern universities, in order to remain competitive the Department
of Occupational Safety and Health at SE must maintain a strong online presence
at both the Undergraduate and Graduate levels of OSH education.
Presented here are some examples of challenges our Department’s faculty face
in entering this relatively new arena of OSH higher education.

SFTY 3553: Construction Safety – Safe Scaffolding Assembly

Sample Frame Scaffolding Assembly JSA Page
(required for students to complete, following the activity)

Challenges at SE…(cont.)
SFTY 4353: Industrial Hygiene – Transforming Laboratory Activities into Online Learning

Dr. Hal Poovey assisting a Student
in accumulating air monitoring
data in our Undergraduate face-toface class.

Students working with the
equipment—as a team—to
interpret air monitoring data
results.

Challenges at SE…(cont.)
SFTY 4353: Industrial Hygiene – Transforming Laboratory Activities into Online Learning

Dr. Chris Bradshaw, Chairman of the
Department of OSH, assisting students
in learning how to take Thermal
Environment Monitor measurements.

Students translating data into results,
again working as a team.

Challenges at SE…(cont.)
SFTY-5244 HAZMAT II (with weekend on-campus lab)-a blended, Graduate level course.

Students (in turn) extinguish a simulated fire,
and record the results.

Students learning and practicing proper
decontamination procedures.

Crime and OSH Training
SOURCE: United States Department of Justice Website-Office of Public Affairs
( http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2012/September/12-ag-1162.html )
RETREIVED: November 1, 2013
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE (Edited for brevity-this case is discussed in my
Graduate level SFTY 5143: Legal Liability and Worker’s Compensation course)
Wednesday, September 26, 2012

Individual Indicted in Louisiana for Impersonating an OSHA
Employee to Conduct Fraudulent Hazardous Waste Safety
Trainings During Gulf Oil Spill Clean up
A 22-count federal indictment was unsealed today in federal court in New
Orleans charging Connie M. Knight, 46, with impersonating a federal
employee for the purpose of enticing people to pay her for fraudulent
hazardous waste safety training.
The indictment also charges Knight with possessing false federal
identification documents, creating false federal identification documents
and transferring false federal identification documents to her employees.

Crime and OSH Training (cont.)
Knight (cont.)
The indictment states that Knight impersonated an Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) “Master Level V Inspector
and Instructor” by utilizing false OSHA credentials, a false OSHA
email address, and various other means.
Knight thereby enticed individuals to pay for fraudulent hazardous
waste safety and awareness training under the pretense that they
would get work helping to clean the Gulf. According to the
indictment, from August to December of 2010, it is estimated that
Knight defrauded more than 1,000 individuals throughout the
Eastern District of Louisiana.

The indictment alleges that Knight created and used…numerous
false diplomas and certifications, to convince individuals that she
was an authorized trainer and that they would be able to procure
lucrative cleanup work if they attended and paid for her hazardous
waste training courses.

Crime and OSH Training
Knight (cont.)
Knight targeted members of the Southeast Asian communities in
Southern Louisiana, many of whom neither read nor spoke English
proficiently.
…Knight created false federal OSHA identification badges for others
as well. Knight is charged with… providing them to four residents of
Southern Louisiana fishing communities whom she had hired as
employees.
The indictment states that Knight knew she had no authority to
produce or transfer the false OSHA identification badges.
The charges of producing and transferring fraudulent federal
identification documents each carry a maximum sentence of 15
years in prison and a fine of $250,000.

Crime and OSH Training
Knight (cont.)
The charge of possessing a fraudulent federal identification
document carries a maximum sentence of one year in prison and a
fine of $5,000.
The 19 counts of falsely impersonating a federal employee each
carry a maximum sentence of three years in prison and a fine of
$250,000.
This case is being investigated by the U.S. Department of Labor
Office of Inspector General and the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Criminal Investigation Division, with assistance from OSHA,
the FBI, and investigators from the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission and the Plaquemines Parish Sheriff’s
office.

Crime and OSH Training
SOURCE: OSHA Today-from the publisher of the CALOSHA Reporter (via email)
(http://www.oshatoday.com/news-digest-item/fraudulent-osha-certification-disturbing-trend/)
RETREIVED: April 5, 2018 (Edited for Brevity)

Fraudulent OSHA Certification? A Disturbing Trend
Two OSHA Area Directors reported in a recent Associated General
Contractors of America (AGC) meeting that a disturbing trend of
fraudulent OSHA certification cards are being distributed,
oftentimes with full knowledge of the recipients.

The Houston North and South Area Offices both reported an uptick
in cases of fraudulent OSHA 10-hour and 30-hour certification
training cards being distributed in Texas and nationwide.
Virtually all of the fraudulent cards were intended to pass for
construction training certifications because many municipalities and
general contractors are now requiring OSHA certified training for
subcontractor foremen and workers before work can begin.

Crime and OSH Training
A Disturbing Trend (cont.)

OSHA Outreach Trainers undergo a training, testing and certification
process to become official OSHA Outreach Trainers, who can then
train, test and issue certification cards to workers and employers
who pay for the training.
A more pronounced recent trend is a more brazen practice of just
issuing OSHA certification training cards in exchange for cash –
with no training whatsoever.
Anyone fraudulently shortcutting the OSHA Outreach Training
Program’s prescribed training format is subject to criminal
prosecution. “OSHA will not tolerate fraudulent activity or
unscrupulous trainers when workers’ health and lives may be at
stake,” said Jordan Barab of OSHA.

Crime and OSH Training
A Disturbing Trend (cont.)

In response to the fraudulent activity, OSHA has added resources to
increase unannounced monitoring visits to verify trainer compliance
with program requirements. Fraudulent activity will be referred to
the Labor Department’s Office of Inspector General for prosecution.
OSHA is asking the public to use a fraud hotline (847-297-4810) to file
complaints about possible fraudulent training or certification
practices.
Additionally, OSHA has also developed a watch list of trainers who
have received disciplinary action related to the OSHA Outreach
Certification process. These trainers caught by OSHA will be posted
on OSHA’s website at
http://www.osha.gov/dte/outreach/watchlist.html.

Questions?
Dr. Nick Nichols
nnichols@se.edu
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nv
_bIfqsTAM&t=14s

